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James & Nadine

This Time
An exclusive behind the scenes look at the
making of the film in Saga Prefecture, Japan.

The film This Time was filmed in key locations in
Saga Prefecture, Japan.
During its filming at the Karatsu Castle, the media
was invited to meet the director, Nuel Crisostomo
Naval and the two lead actors, James Reid and Nadine
Lustre, popularly known as JaDine.
The most important scenes where shot at this location.
The male lead, James, who possessed a wide range of
performing skills, was able to act out his scene with
sincerity and passion under extreme pressure. It was
observed that the scenes took a little while to shoot.
Because of the weather and other factors, it takes a lot
of time, care and dedication to film a movie specially
overseas. Luckily, Saga is a wonderful place to film in.

Karatsu Castle
90-minute by train from
Fukuoka airport to Karatsu
Station. 20-minute walk from
Karatsu Station on the
JR Karatsu Line and the
Chikuhi Line.

Coby (James Reid)
confesses his love
to Ava (Nadine
Lustre) at Nagoya
Castle Ruins.

Cherry Blossoms at the Nagoya Castle Ruins
Ava, played by Nadine Lustre, was ever loyal to her childhood best friend, Coby,
played by James Reid. Coby hoped that one day their special friendship would turn
into a beautiful romance. Fortunately, he gets a chance to see her again in Japan. Coby
confesses his love to Ava and gives her a ring that has a cherry blossom motif, as they
danced under the blooming cherry trees. It was such a beautiful and touching scene.
The ring can be found and is sold near Yutoku Inari Shrine in Kashima city. How about
getting a ring for your loved one?
Nagoya Castle Ruins
30-minute taxi ride from
Karatsu Station on the JR
Karatsu Line and the Chikuhi
Line. Or get on the Showa
Bus bound for Hado Misaki
at Karatsu Oteguchi Bus
Center, get off at Nagoya-jo
Hakubutsukan Iriguchi stop
and walk for 5 minutes

Tea for 2 at
Kaigetsu!

James and
Nadine making
pottery for the
first time!

Tearoom Kaigetsu

Arita College of Ceramics

James and Nadine experienced Japanese culture – kimono and sado at the Kaigetsu in
Karatsu City. Sado or the Way of Tea is a Japanese tea ceremony which involves the
preparation and presentation of matcha, powdered green tea.

The town of Arita is known for its porcelain called the “Arita-yaki”.

In the movie, they show that they learned the proper manner on how to bow and to hold
the bowl to drink the tea.
After the shoot, they were served wagashi; a traditional Japanese confectionery. They
seemed very happy to learn the Japanese culture.
Tearoom Kaigetsu
30-minute taxi ride from
Karatsu Station on the JR
Karatsu Line and the Chikuhi
Line. Or get on the Showa
Bus bound for Hado Misaki
at Karatsu Oteguchi Bus
Center, get off at Nagoya-jo
Hakubutsukan Iriguchi stop
and walk for 10 minutes.

Arita College of Ceramics is the only vocational school that specializes in Japanese
pottery.
In the movie, Coby (James Reid) comes to see Ava (Nadine Lustre), who was studying
ceramic art in Saga. The scene they were making pottery together is a reminiscent of the
scene from “Ghost”. A Hollywood romantic fantasy drama from the 90s.

Arita College of Ceramics
15-minute walk from Arita
station on the JR Sasebo Line.

Many couples like
James and Nadine
visit the shrine to
pray for a prosperous
relationship.
Why don’t you?
The Giant
Camphor Tree
in Kawago, said
to be over 3000
years old!

Yutoku Inari Shrine

Large Camphor Tree in Kawago

Yutoku Inari Shrine is known as one of Japan’s three major Inari Shinto shrines. It’s
known for matchmaking and is visited by more than 3 million visitors a year.

This camphor tree of Kawago in Takeo city is Japan’s 5th biggest tree and a
natural treasure.

In the movie, James and Nadine go on a date at the Yutoku Inari Shrine.

The tree with a height of 25 meters, a circumference of 33 meters, and branch spread of
27 meters is said to be over 3,000 years old.

The heart-shaped ema (a votive horse tablet) is very popular among the girls. This is
offered to the shrine when we pray and when they are answered. There are many other
lucky charms available at the Shrine.

James and Nadine are featured in one scene talking in front of this large tree. The crew
shot this scene very carefully, by following strict rules as it is a natural treasure.
Also found in Takeo city is the 7th largest tree in Japan, located at the Takeo shrine.

Yotoku Inari Shrine
10-minute taxi ride from
Hizen-Kashima Station on the
JR Nagasaki Main Line. Or
get on the Yutoku Bus bound
for Yutoku Inari Shrine at the
Kashima Bus Center in front of
the Station, get off at Yutoku
Inari Jinja Mae stop and walk
for 5 minutes.

The Large Camphor Tree
in Kawago
70-minute by JR Train from
Hakata station to TakeoOnsen Station (Midori Limited
Express). Then get on the
Showa Bus bound for Imari
at the station, get off at
Kamishuku stop and walk
for 2 minutes.

Nadine found
the art of
carpet making
an exciting
challenge.

Adjusting to the
sudden rain, the
director decided
to shoot scenes
inside the museum.

Saga Prefectural Nagoya Castle Museum

Nabeshima Dantsu (Japanese traditional cotton fabric carpet)

In the movie, this is where Coby (James Reid) meets Ava (Nadine Lustre) for the first
time in Japan.

Nabeshima Dantsu is one of the traditional crafts in Saga Prefecture.

The Saga Prefectural Nagoya Castle Museum is located next to the ruins of Nagoya
Castle, that was built in 1592 by feudal lord, Hideyoshi Toyotomi to dispatch troops to
the Korean peninsula. It displays about 220 artifacts excavated from the site.

Both the cast and crew chose to learn about Nabeshima Dantsu, which is the oldest
carpet making craft in Japan, using a technique that originated in China about
340 years ago.
This carpet is carefully weaved by hand.

The Nagoya Castle in Saga should not be confused with that of the same name located
in Aichi Prefecture.
Nagoya Castle Museum
30-minute taxi ride from
Karatsu Station on the JR
Karatsu Line and the Chikuhi
Line. Or get on the Showa
Bus bound for Hado Misaki
at the Karatsu Oteguchi Bus
Center, get off at the Nagoyajo Hakubutsukan Iriguchi stop
and walk for 5 minutes.

Nabeshima Dantsu
5-minute taxi ride from Saga
Station on the JR Nagasaki
Main Line.

More than a 100
Shinkansen’s
stop at the Shin
Tosu Station
everyday!

Nadine was
very good
at making
glass art!

Hizen Vidro-Soejima Glassware

Kyushu Shinkansen Shin Tosu Station

Hizen Vidro is an art of Japanese traditional glass works in Saga, with its history dating
back to 1852.

The Shinkansen is Japan’s high-speed railway system with maximum speeds reaching up
to 260 km/h.

An appreciation of the glass art by the director, led to shooting a scene in the workshop.

In the movie, Ava (Nadine Lustre) gets off the Shinkansen and exits Shin Tosu Station.
This particular scene was rehearsed very carefully as it was shot during normal operating
hours of the station with an actual Shinkansen.

In the movie, Ava (Nadine Lustre) learns how to make her own glass art using the
traditional technique. Despite the heat inside the workshop, she did a really good job in
making her own glass art.

When visiting Saga via the Shinkansen, please get off at the Shin Tosu Station.

Nadine’s work is displayed at the Saga Film Commission office.
Hizen Vidro-Soejima
Glassware
15-minute taxi ride from Saga
Station on the JR Nagasaki
Main Line. Or get on the Saga
City Bus bound for Hisadomi
via Kaseshinmachi or Shinrin
Koen at the Saga Station Bus
Center, get off at Nishitashiro
stop and walk for 5 minutes.

Kyushu Shinkansen
Shin Tosu Station
About 40minute by train from
Fukuoka airport to Shin Tosu
Station
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For more detailed tourist information
about Saga Prefecture, please contact:

Saga Prefectural Film Commission
tel.
+81 952 25.7296
email
www.

saga-fc@pref.saga.lg.jp
saga-fc.jp/eg/
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